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1.0   INTRODUCTION
 
1.1 Purpose of Report

The request from SANParks to Rennie Scurr Adendorff CC to specify stone 
stabilisation measures has arisen from long-standing concern for the East Fort 
ruins on the part of Heritage Western Cape and correspondence in this regard 
culminating in 2013.

The most recent letter/directive is that from HWC 6/11/13 to SANParks headed 
“Stabilisation plan ….for the ruins” and indicating support for “the proposed 
plan for the stabilisation of the structures in particular the employment of the 
appropriately skilled and heritage expert” (see Annexure A).

In light of the above, SANParks has requested this report to investigate stabilising 
attention essentially for the blockhouse site ruins, much more moderately for 
the stone retaining battery walls (virtually only one recently fallen and eroding 
corner at the southern traversing semicircle) and as limited attention at the 
Forester’s House as mentioned also by Heritage Western Cape.

This report has been assembled to be used as an informed permit application 
to be made to Heritage Western Cape.  The application entails essentially an 
outline specification for advisable stabilization of the eroding and decaying 
portions of the East Fort ruined stonework, as requested by HWC previously, and 
also includes further recommendations regarding the on-going maintenance 
and presentation of the site believed to be relevant at this time (Annexure B).   

1.2 Legal Policy and Planning Context
 
The “Hout Bay East Fort” (as generally described today) is one of a handful of 
early proclaimed historical monuments within the Cape Province gazetted 6 
April 1936 in terms of the “The Natural and historical Monuments, Relics and 
Antiques Act 1934: Protection of Monuments.” The gazetted description reads 
simply in only six words:-----“Blockhouse, Battery and Guns …. Hout Bay” (Figure 
1).

Unlike most subsequent National Monument declarations there is no reference 
to a modern-day surveyed and beaconed erf or site diagram.  The SG diagram 
339 of 1844, however, even at this time demarcated and enclosed the overall 
site and showed a survey of the blockhouse with its associated ruins included 

Figure 1. 1936 Gazette Notice (SAHRIS, 2017)
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positioning the related battery works, coastline and linking tracks in some 
detail. 

The overall site (now within Farm CA 1245 of a similar size and outline to 
diagram 339/1844) is extensive and is today split in two by Chapman’s Peak 
Drive separating the coastal battery from the more central blockhouse site 
above the road.

Despite the short comings and simplicity, by today’s standards, of the 1936 
proclamation, the whole site from the sea shore up and across the drive to the 
“blockhouse site” ruins - and even the Forester’s House beyond the eastern 
boundary, enjoy some further associated and collective protection. In any 
case, all the surviving constructions, both earthen and stonework, are also 
over sixty years in age, including the early C20th ruin reconstructions and the 
Forester’s House.

The East Fort is described, also with reference to the 1936 proclamation in similar 
brevity, as: “East Fort & Battery, Hout Bay” on the gazetted list of Provincial 
Heritage Sites, and listed on the South African Heritage Agency’s online 

archive  (SAHRIS)as a Provincial Heritage Site (Figure 2).  Farm CA 1245 falls 
outside the borders of the 1956 Table Mountain National Monument declared 
area but is within the Table Mountain National Park and while state-owned is 
an “endowment property” allocated to the management of SANParks.

The site is relatively distant from all urban development but as a Provincial 
Heritage Site and previous 1936 Historical Monument falls within the jurisdiction 
of Heritage Western Cape.   No redevelopment or reconstruction is planned 
for the Blockhouse site with stonework stabilisation of the historic ruins as the 
primary objective.   Gaining a permit from HWC to proceed with the ruin 
stabilisation and recommended tree felling and clearing to expose the site is 
the only essential.

1.3 LIMITATIONS

No reconstruction of the East Fort ruins is intended or described within this report 
and application.  The intervention specified is conservative and has been 
assembled in the sense of addressing the most urgent and eroded stonework 
before matters become more precarious. The objective is to reinstate solidity 
and to counter and minimise erosion from wind and weather in the future as 
much as possible.  This is much as is done world-wide on similar ruins ie to shed 
water and reduce moisture ingress as the chief culprit invader.
 
1.4 Statement of Independence

Rennie Scurr Adendorff  Architects and Heritage Practitioners is an independent 
registered practice with a long-standing interest and specialisation in local 
architectural heritage matters.   The firm welcomes the commission from 
SANParks to prepare and to advise in general on the stabilisation required at 
the East Fort ruins.

1.5 Methodology

Essential and more detailed appreciation of the whole site has been gleaned 
not only from site inspections but also largely from the following documents 
and sources: 

1986  Hugh Floyd (Architect and Town Planner): “The Future of East Fort 
Hout Bay”.

    Report to the Hout Bay Museum containing the 1796 Major Kirsteman 
working drawings of the 3-storey blockhouse and battery nearby, 

Figure 2. SAHRA PHS declaration (SAHRIS, 2017)
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various historic references and planning done at the time in the 
1980s for both the battery and blockhouse sites  and partly then 
implemented with the involvement of the Hout Bay & Llandudno 
Heritage Trust and also landscape architect Bernard Oberholzer .

1992/93 Ute Seemann Archaeology MA Thesis 1992.
    Recent interview with the writer, noting archival photographs 

and  references and Seemann’s 1993 record colour photographs. 
Seeman also excavated and recorded below-ground stonework 
findings on the site particularly at the battery.

2003/4      Tim Hart (Archaeologist): “A Conservation Plan for East Fort Hout 
Bay.”

    This includes a comprehensive coverage of the East Fort’s 
vicissitudes and an appraisal of the site and significance.

2007       Nicholas Baumann and Sarah Winter (Heritage Consultants):  “Table 
Mountain National Park Conservation Development Framework” 

    This comprehensive assessment of SANParks heritage assets 
offers high-level recommendations for future development and 
conservation.  In relation to East Fort, it recommends an “...overall 
policy related to maintenance, management and interpretation 
of military fortifications throughout the Park.”

Arising from the above references are several outline site plans including c1935 
outlines of Battery and Blockhouse site ruins (as also shown by Tim Hart).
 
A 2002 plan of the whole site assembled by architect Graham Finlayson and 
made available by Dave Cowley (Hout Bay & Llandudno Heritage Trust) has 
also been used for familiarisation and to indicate the physical extent of the 
ruins more closely. In addition, high resolution aerial views of the site from the 
2017 City of Cape Town zoning map have been shown as a useful depiction of 
the site’s current state. 

Much use has been made of the accessible Cape Archives historic photographic 
collections. Comparisons of the Archive’s high quality scans and current 
photographs have been made to further understand the site’s history.

As the Blockhouse site stone walls still standing are those most needing appraisal 
and attention where necessary in comparison to eg the more intact battery 
ramparts, the outline specification addresses these essentially more closely as 

SANParks has requested.

Comparison of the early photographs taken before the late 1920s enthusiastic 
reconstructions and also awareness of the rebuilding evident from SAHRA files, 
and Hugh Floyd’s notes indicate some  rebuilding as recently as 1993 also 
evident in colour photographs taken by Ute Seemann which have helped in 
the comprehension of what is now standing.

As is often evident in stonework, there is much direct visual evidence of 
differing patterns of stone coursing, stone type and colour - as well as texture 
and colour of bedding and pointing mortar. There is also much evidence of 
relatively recent grey Portland cement in many instances, giving fairly obvious 
indication of relatively recent stonework or repairs.

1.6 Key Conservation Principles

The situation has been made relatively simple in terms of principle and 
approach to be taken.  What is standing but becoming precarious virtually 
demands repointing and possibly re-grouting simply to reinstate strength and 
durability.  More serous dismantling and rebuilding plumb and true is likely to 
be requested by the appointed contractor for the leaning Sentry Post and 
might yet need to be considered seriously with detailed numbering of stones 
and record photographs inside and out to work to.   

The HWC application objectives are, however, to mend and retain in the first 
instance as is, while gaining more informed appreciation of the situation.   

There are no new additions or similar proposals. There is no reconstruction or 
serious re-building being called for, and at the already tumbled down officer’s 
quarters walls our proposal is to set aside and stock pile the stones for future 
use or deliberation while consolidating the standing and still evident low walls 
or base course outlines that remain.     
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2.0 THE SITE

2.1 Location

The site is located on the Atlantic coast of the Cape Peninsula, on the western 
slopes of the Constantiaberg, which fall within the Table Mountain National 
Park (Figure 3). East Fort falls on Cape Farm 1245, which is near the start of 
the ascent of Chapman’s Peak Drive near the suburb of Hout Bay (Figure 4).  
It is noted that the Forester’s House is slightly outside of the Cape Farm 1245 
boundary.

The near-shore east battery (Figure 4) occupies a commanding position 
deliberately  placed at the slight narrowing of the bay. This matching the west 
battery site opposite, which is close to the present Hout Bay harbour.   The 
Blockhouse stands considerably higher up the slope overlooking the 8 - gun 
battery and Forward Observation Post (FOP). 
  
2.2 Study Area defined

There are in effect four stone ruins requiring attention on the central ‘Blockhouse 
site’ (Figure 5) with Chapman’s Peak Drive passing very close by to the 
immediate west of the blockhouse and the cookhouse. These are variously 
described in order of attention priority:
 - Sentry post and officer’s quarters
 - Troops’ quarters
 - Blockhouse
 - Cookhouse

Deterioration here in the main has led to the HWC’s appeal to SANParks to 
commission the stabilisation while also requesting that some attention be given 
to the battery below nearer the coast and to the Forester’s house uphill just 
outside the Farm 1245 eastern border.

Figure 3.  The East Fort site in relation to the TMNP (TMNP Management Plan, 2015)
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Figure 4. Locality Map (City Map Viewer, 2017)
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Figure 5. Site Aerial (City Map Viewer, 2017)
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Figure 6.    Existing blockhouse site from the north-east on Chapman’s Peak drive. This shows the extent of bush encroachment and the strength of the prevailing, strong 
N-West wind on the stunted pine trees and the ruins (Author, 2016).

Troops’ quarters

Officer’s quarters Sentry post

Cookhouse (beyond) Blockhouse Battery and Guns (beyond)
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Figure 7. Sentry Post, northern elevation.

Figure 8. Officer’s quarters looking east to the Sentinel.

Figure 9. Troops’ quarters west front, with entry and window openings.
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Figure 10. Blockhouse with north end highest walls and splayed north bastion. 

Figure 11. Forester’s house seen from approach from the Blockhouse site.

Figure 12. Cookhouse from Chapman’s Peak Drive.

Figure 13. Gun battery’s recently eroded stonework corner at the north end.
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3.0     HISTORIC OVERVIEW

East Fort has its beginnings early in the First British Occupation soon after 1795,
much like the Devils’s Peak three block houses, but with what might have been 
an earlier prototype or perhaps more individual blockhouse layout with its more 
substantial north bastion and vee-shaped north wall.  The site’s buildings are 
recorded in the 1844 Surveyor General Diagram (Figure 14), and in a number 
of 19th century illustrations, such as that painted by Thomas Baines (Figure 15). 

This period of East Fort’s history has been well-researched and recorded in the 
studies of Floyd (1986), Seeman (1992) and Hart (2003). The fort was disused 
and its buildings had fallen into disrepair by the beginning of the 20th century 
(Figure 16). This image shows the decaying, partly plastered Blockhouse and 
the buttress top slanting weathering, which no longer exists.

Figure 14. Surveyor General’s Diagram, 1844 (CoCT SG, 2017)

Figure 15. Blockhouse from the north, as painted by Thomas Baines c1850 (Africana 
Museum 2816).

Figure 16. Blockhouse ruin, c1910 (Cape Archives S 32).
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Figure 17 , significantly, shows how little was left before reconstruction in the 
late 1920’s. The internal powder magazine and water cistern were almost level 
with the ground by this time.

Hugh Floyd and others have drawn attention to the existence of the Royal 
Engineers drawings for the Battery and Blockhouse signed by Major William 
Kirstemann. The existence of these drawings may have been the inspiration 
prompting the early C20th eagerness to reconstruct with the remnant of 
the blockhouse itself suggesting fairly close agreement with the drawings. 
The Kirsteman drawings clearly titled with reference to “Hout’s Bay” should 
have companion Royal Engineers written documentation perhaps yet to be 
unearthed.

There are four sheets: a general small-scale plan page showing the intended 
battery and blockhouse thumbnail, a second  larger-scale sheet detailing plans 
and sections of the gun battery and its companion gun-powder magazine 
rampart (now the sea-facing enclosure at the WW2 concrete pillbox), a sheet 
setting out the three floor plans of the Blockhouse and a sheet showing two 
sections through the Blockhouse.

Collectively, these sheets convey much detail: wall thicknesses, vaulted central 
magazine, first floor fireplace and chimney,  south facing timber entry stair 
(presumably to be withdrawn in time of attack) and the three timber canted 
projecting shooting boxes to help ward off attackers.    Timber beamed floors 
are shown and a near-flat almost typical Cape construction solid roof on timber 
supports with waist-high parapet walls around giving a potential third and top 
floor level for defence and all round outlook. Cape flat roofs are notorious for 
failure if not well maintained and isolated and neglected here could have 
been the main cause for ingress and decay.   A record working drawing of 
one of the Devil’s Peak prototype blockhouses shows a pyramid hipped roof 
in contrast to better practical effect. 

 

Figure 17. Blockhouse ruin, c1920 (Cape Archives AG 14962).

Figure 18. Royal Engineers drawings of the Battery and Blockhouse (Floyd, 1986).
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No really meaningful records of the other Blockhouse site ruins have been 
found so reliance on their purpose and complete form has probably been 
conjectural and therefore misleading to some extent during past repairs and/
or reconstructions, most recently in the mid-1990s (Seeman, 1993).  The Sentry 
Post and Officer’s quarters, for example, were mostly reconstructed (Figure 
19).  The reconstructed portions have since collapsed (Figure 20).

The East Fort site was burnt by the Cape Peninsula mountain fires of 2000, which 
severely damaged the 8-cannon battery and mid-C20th stone “Forester’s 
House.”  A measured survey was taken of the site in 2002, and clearly records 
the remaining structures (Figure 21), although no works seems to have been 
done at this time.

In 2006, the cannon battery with its stone-retained earth works and World 
War Two concrete ‘forward observation post’ were restored. Today, the guns 
have been “proofed and tested” and are fired on formal occasions (Hout Bay 
Heritage Trust, 2014). The Blockhouse, Sentry post, Officers’ quarters, Troops’ 
quarters, Cookhouse and Forester’s House remain as ruins of varying disrepair.  
The current state of these structures is included in the outline specification that 
follows (Annexure B).Figure 19. The Sentry post and Officer’s quarters much rebuilt (Seeman, 1993).

Figure 20. Existing sentry post and officer’s quarters much ruined today.
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Figure 21.  Site Survey, 2002 (Finlayson, 2002).
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Figure 22.  Extract form Site Survey, 2002, showing Blockhouse site in detail (Finlayson, 2002).
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4.0  PROPOSED SCOPE OF WORKS

4.1 Preliminary and general contract clauses

4.1.1   Contractors to visit the site to become fully aware of the situation and 
all constraints.

4.1.2  Allow for everything necessary to carry out the works described.   
4.1.3  Bear in mind that the site is isolated and that all labour, materials, 

water, tools and equipment will have to be brought to site, stored 
securely or carried to and fro.  

4.1.4  All rubble emerging from clearing and site works must be removed off 
site and disposed of entirely.  Agree at the outset on a suitable position 
for storage, (assumed secure container), scaffold, equipment, lime, 
sand, rubble pile etc.

4.1.5  There should be relatively no need to supply or to bring to site any 
‘new’ stones as remedial works are to be confined in the main to 
working on and with what stonework exists with relatively minor ‘new’ 
stone indenting required.   

4.1.6  The necessary stones needed can be identified and salvaged from the 
clearing and consolidating at the part-ruined Officer’s quarters fallen 
walls.  No grey Portland cement is required on site for the historic ruin 
works. 

4.1.7  Provide for all labour, selected sand (both course and fine as outlined) 
lime, white cement and water.  

4.1.8  Provide for all transport, scaffolding, boards, tools and stone working 
tools and equipment necessary including generator power if 
considered necessary.

4.1.9  The appointed contractor must include time and allowances for a 
daily clean up and leave the site at all times neat and tidy.  

4.2 General new mortar mix

4.2.1  For colour and workability provide and cost for the following general 
mortar mix:  1 white cement : 2 lime : 8 sand or variants of this mix to 
be agreed. 

4.2.2  At the outset cost for and provide Malmesbury sand or equal local 
sand to an approved preferably buff or light brown colour (ie not as 
white as Phillipi sand) and in both a fine grain and an approved course 
gritty grain for colour and texture plus the white cement and bagged 
lime necessary.   Allow for experimental mixing, initial mortar samples 
and for sample pointing at agreed stonework to test for workability, 

colour and texture.  
4.2.3 Allow for fine-tuning of final mixes with slight variation if found necessary, 

and for various applications.  The objective is to be using a mortar mix 
no harder than the stones involved and preferably a little softer. A 
suitable colour and textured mix for bedding and building stonework 
not too different in appearance from the clay-lime apparently 
‘original’ general stonework core mortar is desirable and to use this 
also for general re-pointing and for limited re-plastering patchwork.

4.2.4 All exposed finished mortar repair at the stonework is to be sponged 
while still workable to be slightly recessed (ie pointing not spread out 
wide with feathered edges prone to shrink and to spall off in time) and 
also exposing the gritty texture to weather well, and all to approval.  
Much like working with a facebrick finish all stonework is to be kept 
clean while working, and all mortar spillage and surface laitance 
sponged off.   Allow also for final cleaning off of stones at areas where 
new work occurs with ‘mortar-lift’ or equal cement remover to present 
fully clean stones as an agreed standard finish.  

4.2.5 Certain gravity grouting using a suitably liquid and plastic grout mix, 
stirred continuously during application to remain mixed and suited 
to can-and-funnel pouring is all to be provided and to be offered in.  
The process is to re-point from the bottom coursing upwards in stages 
and on both outside and inside adjacent faces to contain the grout 
effectively within the wall thickness and any cavities progressively.

4.3 Specific site-related scope ruin by ruin

4.3.1 This specification addresses what is believed to be immediately necessary 
for practical stabilisation confronting the considerable variety of past 
stone building that has occurred with many differences in assembly, 
bedding, pointing, mortar mixes used and consequent variation in 
stability. 

4.3.2 From the moment the contractor is on site there will need to be a period 
of experiment and sample work hands-on with sample attention as 
a control and with more definite trial and error piecework under 
supervision to allow confirmation of detail, depth of re-pointing 
practical and necessary, exact mortar mix and the like.   

4.3.3 The order of ruin attention here is broadly related directly to addressing 
the noticeably most precarious ruins eg the Sentry Post first as being 
visibly near to more serious collapse or structural threat, even perhaps 
vandalism, if left as is for much longer.
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4.4  Suggested sequence of work to ruins

4.4.1     Sentry Post

4.4.1.1  Carefully clear all the fallen stonework and mortar rubble at the now 
close-to-ground level walls of the officer’s quarters and around the 
base of the Sentry Post (which is badly eroded and leaning/threatening 
to collapse).  

4.4.1.2 It appears that recently fallen and recognisable stones should include 
those from the ±500mmØ obvious west-facing hole one course from 
the top (Figure 24).  There appears eg to be a full-depth block curved 
on two faces lying below fallen from the topmost missing course.  
Check to measure and identify fallen stones that could have dropped 
from the spall area.  Set these aside for the Sentry Post piecework and 
stabilising by limited re-building.  During the work, and if necessary, 
close-up photographs can be made available to assist the contractor 
in addressing these early tasks. 

4.4.1.3 For the Sentry Post the intention is to carefully piece in stones to fill the 
spalled gaps while re-bedding and re-jointing to return strength to the 
eroded coursing, leaving the whole as it now stands at the present 
existing lean.    At the same time limit the work to allow staged setting 
and gaining of strength in sequence.  Rake open the joints and gently 
wash out in limited stages and carefully caulk in new mortar to bind 
the random coursing afresh.  Where there is stable attached plaster 
this is to be left in place. 

4.4.1.4 This re-caulking/re-pointing work will need to be tackled in small 
amounts, sponged off to a slightly recessed exposed texture finish 
and allowed to set to gain strength.   The caulking of joints is to be 
systematically tackled both inside and outside importantly from the 
bottom up.   

4.4.1.5  Gravity grouting to obvious core voids is to be done in addition if 
practical with a suitable can, funnel and feed pipe and as the bottom-
up joint caulking provides damming within to contain this filling in the 
wall thickness.

1.4.1.6  Check for fallen missing stones where there are holes left in stonework 
which should be closed flush to minimise water ingress.  Clear and set 
aside all sundry stones otherwise lying about to facilitate selection.

Figure 23. Sentry post looking north.            Figure 24. Sentry post looking south-east.

Figure 25.  Loosened stonework and plaster remains at the leaning Sentry Post and 
adjacent Officer’s quarters now reduced to low ruins.
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4.4.2 Officer’s Quarters

4.4.2.1 At the officer’s quarters ruin after clearing the fallen stones arrange 
and set out all recovered and passably sound stones for sundry re-use 
and indenting required.   Break off and separate as much as possible 
of the modern cement mortar, pvc underlay and rusting ‘brickforce’ 
which must be collected as rubble for removal off site.   Remove from 
site all discarded wire reinforcing, pvc and mortar rubble to leave the 
site tidily clear.   The most recent pvc underlay and reinforcing, prone 
to rust particularly so near the sea was done in the early 90s ie around 
15 years ago.   

4.4.2 2  At the exposed low remaining walls of the officer’s quarters allow for 
consolidating the still existing lower stone courses by clearing the core 
filling and jointing mortar to a minimum depth of 75mm.   Select and 
piece-in salvaged stones, suitably sized to fit the core voids which it 
is assumed will emerge, and to build the exposed surface fully closed 
and sound to resist further breaking up and erosion.   This exposed top 
surface should be finished to drain off surface weather and water as 
much as possible with all the exposed stonework/mortar also sponged 
to show the course grit and if practical all done slightly recessed while 
also to nominal falls to shed water and encourage run-off to prevent 
or minimise ponding during wet weather.

Figure 26. Officer’s quarters ruin (with Sentry Post beyond).

Figure 27.  Officer’s quarters in the foreground (and Troops’ quarters beyond). Mid-
1990s wall capping is much evident in the darker coursing stones used.

Figure 28. Officer’s quarters fallen 1990s wired 
capping with stones to be salvaged.

Figure 29.  Officer’s quarters
wall on plan showing 
tailed-in facing stones and 
core voids.
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4.4.3   Troops’ Quarters

4.4.3.1 These two paved rooms constitute the most accessible ruin areas.  The 
erosion and stability of these walls has been compromised to some 
extent by past reconstruction not always matching in style and also 
not built entirely plumb and true though appearing basically stable (eg 
c1993 south front entrance and corner area - see Figure 35).   This is of 
some concern because the wall tops are moreover easily accessible 
as the north room back wall is currently an easy stone coursed virtual 
stairway leading to the wall tops.

4.4.3.2 There is serious erosion and breaching at and around the front wall 
pair of window openings. There are movement cracks and the stone 
lintols (where timber might have been expected comparing similar 
early structures) at the openings are starting to become insecure and 
precarious and need to regain structural solidity.

Figure 30. Two-roomed Troups’ quarters west front, entry steps and windows. 

Figure 31. North room looking east with stone-paved floor.

Figure 32. South room with stone-paved floor.
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Figure 33. North room walls seen from the Officer’s quarters low walls.

Figure 34.  Troops’ quarters looking east over the spine wall, entries and paired 
window openings, Blockhouse beyond.  Far less convincing stonework 
mid-1990s rebuild on the left.  Central relatively recent wall capping 
appears to be sound.    

Figure 35. South-west corner rebuilt mid-1990s amateurishly but acceptably sound.

Figure 36. North room window. Figure 37. South room window.
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4.4.3.3 Consolidate stonework at the two window openings.   This will 
necessitate some precautionary scaffold and propping, careful 
removal of cill-mortar cover, repointing at the external faces to dam 
the voids within the wall below to allow gravity grouting staged to 
reinstate wall coherence below, around and above the two openings 
with pieced-in stonework where necessary using salvaged stones off 
site to plug the gaps.  Working upwards to the lintols there need to 
be similar clearing of joints, staged re-caulking to close off all present 
apertures, together with partial opening up and re-pointing where 
necessary to the wall faces and lintol soffits.   As with the sentry post 
allow also for gravity grouting working from bottom up as the finished 
caulked/pointing allows and can contain filling into existing inside 
core voids.  

4.4.3.4 There are also a few holes where stones appear to have loosened and 
fallen out (eg in the south wall, one at the centre front and some at 
the entry steps) which need to be closed neatly with selected stones 
to present a finished stone face and to minimise water absorption 
and erosion. Most of the existing stone pointing otherwise though not 
ideally done appears to be stable and can remain as is.  The quarters 
wall tops may have also been rebuilt possibly with reinforcing, pvc 
underlay and stone capping as elsewhere but they appear to be 
relatively sound and are therefore to remain.  At the outset of work 
arrange to check all the wall tops and wall faces for condition and 
firmness also with the architect to assist in final assessment as to 
whether there might be areas loosening needing attention.

4.4.4   Blockhouse

4.4.4.1 Archival photographs researched have shown that much progressive 
decay and ruin occurred at the Blockhouse before reconstruction in 
the late 1920s. The Blockhouse was also apparently plastered inside 
and out in the past.

4.4.4.2 As for the troops’ quarters check the whole blockhouse facework 
and wall tops for firmness which if acceptable is to remain to reduce 
expenditure for the time being.  Identify wall top loose areas as the 
work starts, to agree the extent of lifting and re-building required and 
areas to be left as they are if found reasonably sound.  

4.4.4.3 It is anticipated, however, that portions of the south and west wall 
top previous capping (with stone, mortar, rusting wire reinforcing and 
pvc underlay) have become loose in some areas with certain stones 
spalling off adding some precariousness to the situation.  Where this 
has occurred there needs to be cutting back, removal of the wire and 
pvc underlay and rebuilding to seat firmly stone-to-stone to the same 
height as before to promote adhesion without the underlay.  Stone Figure 38. Entry steps with holes and infill needed.

Figure 39.  Blockhouse, most prominent of the group with north end highest walls 
and splayed north bastion. Early photographs show that the bastion also 
had a weathered protective stone capping no longer existing.
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capping afresh should also be laid to encourage run-off to shed water 
and minimise ponding. Allow for a running meter rate for the capping 
rebuilding here and price  provisionally for and include 10 meters of 
capping rebuild.

4.4.4.4 Despite the extent of reconstruction there appears to be a fairly 
representative and identifiable amount of coursed stonework possibly 
recognisable as ‘original’ selected stone rubble work at the north 
bastion buttress and immediately adjacent walls to be respected as 
such, and to deserve the most care (Fig 17, Fig 24). In this area there 
are some missing fallen stone holes that need to be closed.   The 
coursing here is ‘snecked’ stone rubble laid with some care, larger 
corner and course-binding stones, smaller wedging stones neatly fitted 
but prone to work loose and to fall out.  There needs to be careful and 
staged raking/washing out of joints, keeping the stonework style and 
small stone wedging intact and then re-caulking, re-pointing slightly 
recessed with careful small tool work, sponged slightly recessed, but 
when done all reinstating matching face work and strength to resist 
erosion and stone fall.  

4.4.4.5 Suitable rates for these areas and stabilising will need to be established 
and agreed with sample work done for approval.  The extent of this 
careful and time-consuming work needs to be from the ground upwards 
and including the whole of the near level top of the bastion and to 
the splayed and 90º return faces meeting the north and wall and to 
some extent along the matching probably identifiable ‘originally’-
built stonework along the east and west returns provisionally the whole 
north end including the bastion and 2m to 3m along the east and west 
wall faces.   

4.4.4.6 It is quite apparent from the series of early C20th historic photos of 
the ruin that at one time not much more than the splayed bastion 
and stunted north wall centre portion remained and therefore the 
bulk of the east and west enclosing walls together with much of the 
inside at the ground floor must have been rebuilt during the late 
1920’s enthusiasm for reconstruction with more modern and durable 
mortar yet to be confirmed.   Some piecing in and consolidation is 
also required at the small stone steps and at the east wall possibly 
added during reconstruction. 

Figure 40.  Blockhouse inside of the north splayed walls with remaining plaster.

Figure 41.   Blockhouse inside of the north splayed walls with remaining plaster.
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Figure 43.  Blockhouse east wall reconstructed loopholes and flush-spread pointing, 
also relatively recent capping course.

Figure 42. Blockhouse reconstructed central magazine with relatively recent capping.

Figure 44.  Reconstructed cistern against 
the north splayed wall.

Figure 45.  Relatively recent capping 
east wall with pvc and wire.

Figure 46.  Blockhouse east corner admirable “snecked” stone rubble coursing 
presumably of the late C18th first build, and earmarked now for careful 
joint scraping out and recessed sponged pointing to arrest erosion and 
to respect the old stonework appropriately (See also 4.8: Rates to be 
allowed.)
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4.4.5    Cookhouse  

4.4.5.1 This roofless two-roomed building is outwardly in reasonable condition.
There are a few movement cracks that need to be remedied much 
as requested at the troops’ quarters and to be allowed for.  The inside 
levels also need to be cleared of weeds and litter.  

4.4.5.2  Some attention is suggested here to be advisable to be done to 
strengthen the oven entrance and to clad the oven top to promote 
water shedding and reduce ingress and decay of the internal brick 
vault.  A suitable “Sika Cemflex” waterproof plaster cap should be 
considered and costed to add protection to the inside brick vault 
subject to on-going brick decay if left in its present state.  

Figure 47.  Two-roomed Cookhouse on Chapman’s Peak Drive.   Several wall 
cracks now merit deep re-caulking to arrest movement.

Figure 48.  Cookhouse brick-vaulted baking oven stone clad relatively recently and 
meriting more effective protection for the inside softer brickwork.

Figure 49. Cookhouse bake oven decaying damp brick vaulting.
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4.4.6   Forester’s House

4.4.6.1  The forester’s house apparently burnt out c2000 and since this time 
moveable timber remnants, brickwork internal divisions and under-
floor work have also been broken out and removed to some extent.   
HWC have asked that some measure of stabilisation be investigated 
sensing the potential for re-use of this more substantial ruin and its 
siting.

4.4.6.2 The ruin has much more stable stonework than the more historic ruins.
The stonework is moreover still nearly fully pointed externally (projecting 
“tuck-pointing”) and the use of brick and concrete eg for opening 
lintols and therefore probably foundations, unlike the older ruins, is no 
doubt promoting some durability.  A trafficable track/road to the site 
still exists from the blockhouse site small southern carpark. 

4.4.6.3  A suggestion is therefore that the contractor allow for say 2m³ of stock 
bricks and mortar, labour and scaffold for eg allocation to steadying 
eaves lintols disturbed by the burn out. 

4.4.6.4   See colour photo (Fig 29).  Protruding rusted hoop iron (roof ties) should 
be cut off and the concrete lintols capped with say a minimum of two 
courses of new shelter brickwork to shed water. 

4.4.6.5 Provide also a provisional rate/m² for mortar bagging on internal wall 
faces to fill general course jointing flush to counter erosion and include 
for stone clean up after.   Allow for this for all the bared stonework 
internal wall faces with whatever access is necessary including 
scaffold.   

Figure 50. Forester’s house as seen from the Blockhouse site.

Figure 51.  Forester’s House vulnerable bared interior stonework now exposed to 
erosion unless this can be arrested.

Figure 52. Forester’s House west front with dressed and tuck-pointed coursing. 
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4.4.7 Battery

4.4.7.1 Thus far only the collapse of one inner corner of the ±1m high stone 
retaining wall at the northernmost semi-circular traversing gun position 
has been ear-marked for rebuilding.

4.4.7.2 The battery retaining work needs to be inspected with the appointed 
contractor to check if there are other advisable areas meriting 
attention.

4.5  Blockhouse site: proposed clearing of pine trees and bush

4.5.1  It is proposed that motivation for clearing the above area be included 
in the permit application to Heritage Western Cape for the East 
Fort stabilization.   Clearing has been advised to enhance the site 
interpretation generally and to reveal the ruins more fully as seen from 
Chapman’s Peak Drive (Figure 54).

    Depending on the HWC permit outcome, SANParks will arrange for the 
clearing hopefully before the stabilisation contract is let.

    Clearing will also be useful to allow moderate inspection in certain 
instances of stonework continuation below the present ground levels 
to verify if there has been accretion burying relevant detail, and if so 
to prompt recommendations for certain adjusting of site levels in due 
course appropriately with the necessary archaeological checks. 

    Judging from the present slightly lower internal blockhouse level 
it does appear that there has been accumulation around the wall 
base outside perhaps burying original stonework plinth lines or similar 
coursing. 

    
    The approach path from the northern carpark should also be 

landscaped and routed more sympathetically than it is at present to 
represent the original approach track from Hout Bay that existed at 
the outset and to match more closely the quality and detail of the two 
2002 site paths from the south side carpark but this is not yet included 
in this scope of work.

 
    The contractor must include for ‘round-up’ or similar approved weed 

killer for all the stone-paved and internal floors ie of the two Troops’ 
Quarters rooms, the Cookhouse rooms and the Blockhouse.  Allow 
provisionally for this and for digging out established weeds also with 
chipping out and repointing at the removals to close up open joints in 
the paving.   

Figure 53.  Gun Battery: recently eroded softly-bedded fallen stonework corner at 
the north end traversing gun semi-circle. 
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Figure 54.  Map showing Blockhouse site with area proposed for clearing, demarcated by the red line.
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4.6 Below-ground archaeological inspection

4.6.1   Judging by floor level inside vs outside ground level at the Blockhouse 
it may be practical and revealing architecturally to verify if the 
ground line (often given a ledge and thicker footing wall or plinth 
just above ground level) is perhaps evident and covered by ruin and 
soil accretion. Part of the permit application will be to consider and 
request some test holes to be dug under supervision for inspection at 
the major ruined walls.   

4.6.2   Allow therefore provisionally for six 1m x 1m x 1m deep trial holes to 
be dug against certain existing wall bases for appraisal and to be 
pointed out and all to be directed on site by the architect. 

4.7  Rates for making good, re-caulking and re-pointing

4.7.1  Below are recent views of the north face of the Blockhouse and the 
south face of the Cookhouse (Figure 55 and Figure 56) as typical for 
the detailed appraisal and attention required and to be priced.

4.7.2  Almost all of the stonework visible on Figure 55 Blockhouse except for 
some more modern-mortared top coursing on the bastion top and the 
main high wall beyond are considered to be some of the most original 
and preservation-worthy stonework on the site.

4.7.3  There is some (more recent) spread-out and perhaps more superficial 
surface pointing light-grey in colour in this view on both the near 
bastion face and on the left slanting main north wall, also on the 
Cookhouse view.  Behind this is expected to be older original bedding 
and caulking more like that evident on the left (west) face also shown 
on Figure 46.   There are also a number of missing stone holes evident 
needing appraisal and stabilising with stone infill, but excluding the 
lowest hole which is plastered inside and believed to be one of the 
deliberate loopholes as built.

4.7.4  For both of the above typical walls and particularly the identifiable old 
and original stonework allow for careful and staged stripping off the 
surface hard grey cement spread-out pointing and for raking back 
generally as uniformly as possible over the faces while opening the 
joints to a minimum depth of 75mm to receive new uniform pointing to 
the mix already proposed in 4.2.  This loosening and refinishing should 
be done in areas no more than 1m² at a time to assist in keeping 
the stonework undisturbed including the smaller wedging ‘snecking’ 
stones.   

Figure 55.  Blockhouse north wall and bastion, loophole left and close to ground 
level.

Figure 56.  Cookhouse south wall with modern grey spread-out mortar pointing.
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4.7.5  Include for caulking up more deeply where the opportunity arises and 
then for the slightly recessed and sponged finished pointing already 
described 4.2.4.

4.7.6  Use these wall areas to assess time, scaffold, materials and everything 
needed to provide an overall m² rate for this work on these two walls 
to be used for comparison and measurement on the extent of wall 
areas necessary to be tackled.  This tendered m² rate is to be used as 
a suitable average costing for all areas tackled as described and to 
be re-measured and agreed on site as the stabilisation progresses.

4.8  Contingency sum

4.8.1  Tenderers are to add and include a contingency sum equivalent to 
10% of their nett (excluding VAT) overall costing for the works to be 
used if need arise involving unforeseen items and to be addressed by 
SANParks and used at the architect’s discretion.

The above specification for Hout bay East Fort stabilization was prepared for 
SANParks by Rennie Scurr Adendorff Architects cc (31701/ 25 September 2017).

5.0 IMPACT OF PROPOSED WORK

The proposed ruin stabilisation work is judged to have the following impacts on 
the heritage value of East Fort:

 - Material
The aim of the proposed work is to stabilise existing structure and not to 
substantially rebuild or demolish any portion of the ruin. Material will be added 
only to make the ruins structurally sound, to avoid further erosion, or to block 
holes and avoid water ingress.

No stonework will be demolished.  The only removal of built material will be 
at the Officer’s Quarters, where modern cement, mortar, pvc and rusting 
“brickforce” are to be removed. Fallen stones and rubble surrounding the ruins 
will be removed from site.

 - Visual
New material, such as grout or stonework, will be added sensitively so as to 
have a minimal impact on the visual appearance of the ruins. Fallen stones 
found on site will be used to match the existing walls.  Grout work will be 
regulated to maintain a standard colour and finish.

The clearing of the site will have a significant visual impact, as the site will be 
more visible from the Victoria road. This is deemed to be a positive impact, as 
the clearing of tall grass and bushes will make the area more accessible and 
serve to demarcate the site.

The proposed work is judged to have an overall positive impact on the heritage 
value of East Fort.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION

It is recommended that the stonework ruins, essentially at the central Blockhouse 
site, but also the Battery and Forester’s House, be stabilised according to the  
listed specification. 

In addition, but of a less urgent nature, it is recommend that:

 - The entirety of Farm 1245 and the East Fort elements be declared as a 
Provincial Heritage Site,

 - Below-ground-levels at the Blockhouse ruins be checked for accretion 
 -  and possibly buried original base stone details,
 - Encroaching tree and bush be cleared to show the Blockhouse site to   

its best and deserving advantage,
 - The Blockhouse site and structures be surveyed and that accurate 

architectural drawings be prepared for presentation management and 
future conservation.
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